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Bicentenary commemorations of Leichhardt have centered on two countries: Germany, his
homeland, and Australia, the focus of his explorations and site of his mysterious
disappearance. Ulrike Kirchberger and Heike Hartmann have drawn attention to Leichhardt’s
entanglement within the transnational networks of the British Empire.1 But what of France?
Matthew Flinders’ circumnavigation of 1801-03 and subsequent settlements had secured
British control of Australia and dashed French hopes of establishing a rival colonial claim,2
yet French scientists retained an interest in the exploration and natural history of the southern
continent. This paper offers a first overview of the ways in which Leichhardt, a Prussian in a
British colony, was entangled within French networks too.
While studying in London and Paris, Leichhardt established connections which
remained important several years later and half a world away. Gaetano Durando, the
proprietor of a Paris-based “Comptoir Botanique”, was a key contact. Lengthy extracts from
Leichhardt’s letters to Durando, published in the London Journal of Botany in 1845 and 1846,
list specimens sent to French individuals and institutions: a collection of plants forwarded “to
the museum of the Jardin des Plantes”; wood samples sold to the phytopalaeontologist
Adolphe-Théodore Brongniart.3 “You may wonder”, Leichhardt wrote later to his brother-inlaw Carl Schmalfuss, “why I did not send these collections to one of our German museums”:
The simple reasons are, that I studied natural history principally in English and French
museums, and that during my earlier years I enjoyed no such friendly intercourse with
any of my countrymen as would have obliged me to consider them first. Durando was a
botanist, and my intimate friend … It was my friendly relations with Durando that led
me to send the collection to him rather than to one of the recognised English or German
botanists.4
Today a web search of the herbarium of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris
yields 121 specimens of flowering plants collected by Leichhardt, representing around 60
separate species, two of which (Bridelia leichhardtii and Lobelia leichhardii) bear his name.5
The collection includes nine type specimens, one lectoparatype and nine syntypes.6 Type
specimens, which form the basis of the published description of a species and provide an
objective standard of reference for the application of the species name thereafter, are crucial
to scientific taxonomy.7
In 1847 the Société de Géographie de Paris and the Royal Geographical Society of
London both honoured Leichhardt’s achievements. Their awards highlight the differences

between French and British perspectives on his contributions. The Royal Geographical
Society stressed particularly the commercial potential of Leichhardt’s discoveries: his journey
had “open[ed] to the settler in Australia new and extensive fields of enterprise” and
“connect[ed] the remote settlements of New South Wales with a secure port on the confines of
the Indian Archipelago”. Certainly he had also collected “objects of natural history” and had
“constructed a detailed map of the country through which he travelled”, but his discoveries of
coal and of “country … highly adapted for the pursuits of the agriculturist” were mentioned
first8. The Société de Géographie de Paris, representing a nation with no direct colonial
interests in Australia, recounted Leichhardt’s geological and botanical observations in detail,
but made no mention of coal, secure ports, or country suitable for agricultural pursuits. The
selection of ‘M. le Dr Leichardt, savant allemand’ and the French adventurer Charles E.
Xavier Rochet d’Héricourt as co-recipients of the Société’s annual prize was justified “on the
one hand [by] the importance of their discoveries, on the other [by] their learned observations
made in little-known regions and the light shed by these on geography”.9
Francophone scientists remained interested in Leichhardt’s fate following his
disappearance. The geographical societies of Paris, Lille, Marseilles and Belgium published
reports on the various search expeditions sent out to locate traces of Leichhardt’s party,
alternately criticizing the New South Wales and South Australian governments for making
insufficient efforts to find a traveler who had “rendered the most eminent services in
exploring unknown parts of Australia” or for spending exorbitant sums on dubious leads.10
Concern for Leichhardt’s whereabouts did not douse French interest in his scientific
contributions. I close with French-Australian botanist and ethnographer Anthelme Thozet,
who settled in Rockhampton, northern Queensland, in the 1850s.11 An enthusiastic plant
collector, he sent numerous specimens to Victoria’s Government Botanist, German-born
Ferdinand von Mueller, with whom he shared a keen interest in the practical application of
botanical knowledge; he also cultivated Australian plants in his private garden,
“Muellerville”. Thozet’s contributions to the Paris Exposition of 1867 and his publications in
leading French scientific journals helped make Australian plants known in France.
The Société d’Acclimatation, which aimed to introduce to France and its colonies
useful species from around the world, acknowledged receipt in 1870 of “a collection of seeds,
and notes … explaining their use and value, from our new colleague, M. Anthelme Thozet”.12
In 1872 they published these notes, and in 1873 a longer article appeared, describing plants
“used as food by the natives of northern Queensland”. Both publications referred frequently to
Leichhardt’s observations. Thozet described Parinarium nonda,13 for example, as an

“attractive tree which, according to the unfortunate and celebrated explorer Leichhardt, yields
a very good fruit”. Encephalartos denisonii became “Leichhardt’s beautiful arborescent
cycad”. Further species were identified as “probably the ‘yam’ to which Leichhardt refers in
his Journal Overland Expedition [sic]”, “Leichhardt’s cluster-bearing fig tree”, and, more
simply still, “Leichhardt’s tree”.14 Perhaps inspired by Leichhardt, Thozet also recorded
Aboriginal names for many plants.
This brief overview suggests Kirchberger’s analysis of transnational networks can
usefully be extended to embrace Francophone scientists. The ranks of the Thousand and One
should include Leichhardt’s French incarnations.
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